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This project was carried out to enhance the intrinsic intelligence and surveillance of an au-
tonomous vehicle (AV) with remote control capability in Robusta project – sponsored by 
Tekes – the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation, done at Helsinki 
Metropolia UAS. The scope included developing four software used namely in training deep 
learning models used in object recognition, real-time obstacle recognition, real-time obstacle 
detection, and object detection. 
 
Five models were trained with the model trainer (MT) software using CIFAR-10 dataset. The 
autonomous vehicle obstacle detector (AVOD) prototype was developed to be used in the 
AV’s internal intelligence system. Using this prototype, possibly with a lidar: not included in 
this report, obstacle detection – recognition and localization of driving scene impediment 
object –  could be carried out by the AV. Given it is a real-time application, the software’s 
processed frames per second (fps) should nearly equal the camera’s fps. An object detector 
mobile (ODM) Android® application was developed for object detection. 
 
Using the trained model obstacle recognizer (TMOR) a model recorded 85.6% prediction 
accuracy with 10,000 test images. The AVOD software prototype could, in real-time, detect 
in a frame all objects in its trained classes (21) – processing 30fps at 100.0% the camera’s 
capacity. 
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List of Abbreviations 
AV Autonomous Vehicle. It is a vehicle with self-driving capability. In this pro-
ject, the definition is stretched to include one with remote control access or 
one that can be controlled or driven remotely. 
AVOD Autonomous Vehicle Obstacle Detector This is a real-time obstacle detec-
tion software developed in this project that has its prototype as a compo-
nent of the Autonomous Vehicle’s internal intelligence system. A Caffe 
model was used in its development. 
CNN Convolutional Neural Network. A deep learning algorithm used in object 
recognition. 
CNTK  Microsoft® Cognitive Toolkit. An open source Microsoft computer vision li-
brary. It is a dedicated deep learning library toolkit. 
CUDA Compute Unified Device Architecture. A parallel computing platform that 
readily provide the kernel using a graphics card - graphics processing unit 
(GPU). 
CV Computer Vision. The branch of artificial intelligence that deal with the abil-
ity of machines to recognise objects. 
DL Deep Learning. A branch of ML that deals more with artificial neural net-
works. 
FC Fully Connected [layer]. The last layer (after alternating convolution–max-
pooling and sometimes dropout layer) in a CNN architecture where the out-
puts are turned in to the output layer. 
FPS Frames Per Second. This is the video frames recording or streaming rate 
of a video camera. In this project, it also reflects the rate at which any of 
the Software AVOD, TMOR, ODM frame processing rate per second.  
GPU Graphics Processing Unit. The processing unit that is optimised for rapid 
response to the commands of the computer with readily available kernel 
and multiple number of threads compared to the central processing unit of 
a computer. 
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K-NN K-Nearest Neighbor. An unsupervised learning algorithm for detecting 
closely related members of a class. E.g. members of a network or graph. 
ML Machine Learning. The branch of computer science that deals with non-
explicit programming of computers in making them do their assigned task. 
MT Model Trainer. The name of the software developed in this project that han-
dles training of a model used for object recognition. 
NMS Non-Maximum Suppression. Used to avoid false positives or failure of de-
tections. 
ODM Object Detector Mobile. This is a mobile android application that was de-
veloped in this project and used the Caffe model. Unlike the AVOD, it is not 
real-time, hence not used for obstacle detection but simulates a visualiza-
tion of the initial stage of obstacle detection which is object detection on 
mobile platform.    
PCA Principal Component Analysis. A statistical procedure used for transfor-
mation of observations. It is often used in ML for obtaining principal com-
ponents. 
R-CNN Region-based CNN. A CNN algorithm that is optimised for reporting on re-
gions where an object is detected or where objectiveness is high. 
ReLU Rectified Linear Unit. This is where the linearity is removed from the CNN. 
ResNet Residual Network. Tends to ease the training of the network as deep neural 
networks are harder to train. 
RoI Region of Interest. This is the component of what constitutes detection ar-
eas –high objectiveness. Also, this is used in RPN, NMS and R-CNN. 
ROS Robot Operating System. This is a computer operating system (OS) like 
Microsoft® Windows® or Ubuntu® capable of running on other OS such as 
Linux or Windows. However, it is dedicated development OS for robot con-
struction, test running and to more advanced artificial intelligence ap-
proaches including controls, and optimised virtual environments.  
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RPN Region Proposal Network. An optimised approach to R-CNN where a net-
work of the regions built and used in the R-CNN. It is optimised and faster 
compared to R-CNN without it. 
SGD Stochastic Gradient Descent. An optimised stochastic approximation of 
gradient descent in minimizing an objective function. 
SPP Spatial Pyramid Pooling. Helps fix the issue of fixed input size in CNN e.g. 
300x300 images only accepted as input. 
SS Selective Search. An object detection algorithm used for small weight im-
ages as it is rather slow in computation. 
SVM Support Vector Machine. A supervised learning model with associated al-
gorithms optimised for classification and regression analysis. 
TMOR Trained Model Obstacle Recognizer. The developed software that used 
any of this project’s trained models in object or obstacle recognition. 
VGG Visual Geometry Group. A computer vision lab - have a model implemented 
in this project.
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1 Introduction 
Humans are in an ever-increasing quest to minimize or eliminate errors, increase preci-
sion, and possibly obliterate accidents. Though, much is increasingly sought within man’s 
capability, hitherto, some of man’s least conceivable solutions have come from integrat-
ing machines in daily tasks at various strata of human endeavour. This growing call con-
tinually stretches scientists and engineers, in science and technology respectively, to 
forage new frontiers in research and technological advancements in making discoveries 
and improving on those already made. This is where machine learning (ML), particularly 
deep learning – exemplified in computer vision, comes handy and invaluable.  
 
1.1 Motivation 
It is appropriate to now state the motivation behind this project. Firstly, curiosity on how 
computers can harness perception was a motivation. Secondly, cancer research using 
machine learning was another allure; done during my ML online classes. But, it was more 
of this – a quest to meet a real-world need vis–a–viz resources within my reach amplified 
in my work as a trainee working on remotely controlled vehicles with self-driving capabil-
ity in the Business Finland® sponsored Robusta project at Helsinki Metropolia UAS – 
University of Applied Sciences. Besides, machine learning researches or projects had 
been worked on by nearly 35 students at Helsinki Metropolia UAS, from search on the-
seus.fi – Finnish thesis database, at the time of writing. While it may yet not have been 
an easy path to toll, the thought of foraging a different path – one that could be consid-
ered thought-provoking, innovative, equally needful, and a societal solution that attends 
to many problems, was very compelling. 
 
1.2 Goals 
The aims of this project are to: 
• Train a deep learning algorithm in recognising an object, possibly encoun-
tered in a driving scene; 
• Implement, using established library, a classifier algorithm (CNN using Mi-
crosoft Cognitive Toolkit – CNTK) and a visual display software (R-CNN us-
ing open source computer vision – OpenCV 3.4.0) for categorization; 
• Develop software that enables a user to test the class (name) of a given ob-
ject within those pretrained (defined) or otherwise; 
• Develop AV’s obstacle detection prototype capable of processing 99.5% of 
its camera device’s captured frames per second; 
• See visually the obstacle (object) detection and recognition performance 
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Training of the models (5) used ten classes including, airplane, automobile, bird, cat, 
deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, and truck. The data source was from the CIFAR-10 dataset 
[1; 2]. In developing the AVOD software 21 classes were of interest, some of which are: 
car, bicycle, person (a human), bus, motorbike, dog, and a horse (or a moose). The 
model used was pretrained by Caffe, the model provider, to recognise 21 classes of 
images including those mentioned above. These were likely to been seen within and 
outside the vehicle. [3 – 8.] 
 
1.3 Challenge & Task 
The challenge is how does the vehicle build intricate and intrinsic intelligence when the 
remote driver losses control or intentionally drives recklessly. Also, another problem was 
how does the camera infer what it is seeing for the intelligence system to infer what it is 
in building parts of its artificial intelligence in answering the question – an obstacle or 
not? 
Obstacle. An obstacle, for this project, is an object in a video sequence’s frame or in a 
photograph that exhibits any of the following characteristics: 
• Capable of impeding the autonomous vehicle’s continuation on its current path 
of travel; 
• Endangers itself when the vehicle contacts it; 
• Endangers the vehicle’s occupants by portending possible collision; 
In this project, it is permissible to use the term ‘Object’ interchangeably with ‘Obstacle’ 
on a broad note – an obstacle is first perceived an object prior to being proven by the 
autonomous vehicle’s intrinsic intelligence system to be an obstacle.  
 
The task included developing four (4) software namely: Model Trainer (MT) App, Trained 
Model Obstacle Recognizer – TMOR App, Autonomous Vehicle Obstacle Detector 
(AVOD) App, and Object Detector Mobile (ODM) App. The task was to work on obstacle 
recognition using MT and TMOR software; obstacle detection using AVOD software, and 
object detection using ODM software. CIFAR-10 [1] dataset with 60,000 images were 
used: for the model training (50,000 images) and validation (10,000 images). The AVOD 
and ODM software’s model was provided by Caffe®. The MT produced models were 
trained to recognise any of 10 classes of objects mentioned in section 1.2 using the 
CIFAR-10 dataset. 
 
The AVOD and TMOR software were designed to send the detections and recognition 
respectively to the AV’s intelligence system which then makes decision such as stop, 
turn left or right, take control from the remote driver or an any other action determined 
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by the engineers. The details of how the AV makes its decisions and controls were im-
plemented chiefly in C++ and Python; both programming languages, using ROS actions, 
and ROS messages. However, details of the AV’s control and intelligent response are 
outside the scope of this report, and therefore not discussed further.  
 
Models were trained using Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit (CNTK) in recognizing 10 classes 
of objects presented in section 1.2 using the CIFAR-10 dataset – the algorithm was CNN 
[9] – [12]. The trained models were required for speed (real-time) with object recognition 
and ease of running the models on a relatively simple device such as a Raspberry Pi – 
a minimalistic computer. This was prior to the release of Intel© Movidius® – a simple 
hardware optimized for running deep network [13]. However, the available dataset clas-
ses (labels) of the models were limited (10 classes) and did not provide a considerable 
spectrum for objects encountered in a driving scene. Hence, and in addition to other 
reasons such as visualization – detection, the AVOD software was developed with 21 
classes using Caffe model which used R-CNN (deep learning) algorithm in its model 
training. 
 
Another gain of the obstacle detection achieved in the AVOD is that the size could also 
be used in calculating the object’s distance from the camera if some other factors of the 
camera were known. However, this advantage was not explored in this project and in 
line with not presenting the intelligence details, other advantages are not further eluci-
dated. The AVOD software could process over 99.5% of all received frames in real-time 
having 30fps while camera’s framerate was 30fps [8], able to process 4K video stream 
frames (60fps) or reprogrammed videos of up to 200fps by slightly increasing worker 
threads, if performance did drop. Details of the task will be presented in chapters 3 & 4: 
Architecture & Software Implementations; and Intrinsic Intelligence, Developed Software 
Use & Results. 
 
1.4 Industries Utilized 
Deep Learning (DL) and Machine Learning (ML) in general have a wide range of appli-
cation across industries. They try to address some problems which include: self-driving 
cars’ vision challenge, adult content recognition, digital cameras’ facial (or smile) recog-
nition, industrial safety – alarming a worker before an object gets to her/him, mammo-
grams analysis – in the field of medicine, surveillance – territorial integrity, crime detec-
tion and analysis; scene analysis, and many more. In addition, object recognition can be 
used in simulating perception for the visually impaired. [14 – 30.] 
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2 Deep Learning Background 
To better appreciate what deep learning is, it is appropriate to have a good synopsis of 
what its parent field of study – machine learning is. Machine learning as a research field 
has evolved in virtually half a century ago. Its application and increasing ability to attend 
to some of life’s most demanding situations that require high intelligence, critical thinking, 
and possibly coordination has been novel thus far. This has seen it being used in task 
requiring human intelligence. Some of these are best demonstrated via the lens of the 
big five (5) players; probably for their investment and partnership in furthering AI re-
search, Microsoft©, Amazon©, IBM©, Google©, and Facebook© - claims USA TODAY 
® [31]. 
 
In computer science a substantial number of algorithms (mathematics) [10] – [16] is in-
volved. Each approach to solving a problem is presented as an algorithm. An algorithm 
can be explained as a process, procedure, rule or set of it, to be followed in calculations 
or other problem-solving operations, especially by a computer. Algorithms are defined 
procedures, path optimized for computing calculations, and data processing; particularly, 
large data sets. Also, an algorithm is employed in automated task, including logical rea-
soning that is autonomous. Briefly some algorithms in wide usage or considered in ma-
chine learning task include linear regression [30,5–6]. Also, obstacle (object) detection 
or recognition using support vector machine (SVM), principal component analysis (PCA) 
and k-nearest neighbour (k-NN). These algorithms, though have their application in ob-
ject recognition, do not compare favourably with convolutional networks like CNN, or R-
CNN. However, these algorithms for their usage and bases in machine learning are dis-
cussed further. [32 – 45.] This will be after enunciating what machine learning could really 
mean. 
 
2.1 Machine Learning 
Deep learning (DL) is a subset of machine learning (ML). On a basal note, a general 
overview of what it entails will help elucidate the complexities that may, otherwise, be 
lying in having a grasp of what deep learning is. Broadly, machine learning is a scientific 
approach to solving problems or providing solutions to challenges using machines [9; 
10]. For such machines to be able to handle given problems, they must have learnt about 
similar problems –supervised learning or have no clue (or model) – unsupervised learn-
ing. Generally, with machine learning, a computer is not explicitly programmed but an 
algorithm is given it to train a model on, with samples. Given the trained model, it can 
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then infer or predict about closely or unrelated sample (test) input as being in the class 
of any of the pretrained classes or not, and if present rightly or wrongly classify it as 
appropriate. 
2.1.1 Machine Learning Definition 
Now, it is plausible to more closely look at what machine learning is. Michell [9,2; 15,1-
10; 16,1-13] explains that a machine is said to learn from experience (E) relating to a 
given task (T), with its performance measured as (P), if its performance at the given task 
‘T’; as assessed by ‘P’, improves with an increase in experience ‘E’. This buttresses the 
earlier overview that machine learning is the ability of a machine to get better at tasks it 
is assigned to do with learning. Furthermore, learning makes better. This is the key 
clause here. In learning the machine essentially follows a given algorithm. 
2.1.2 Supervised Learning 
This is when the machine was given samples; ‘taught’ what was right, and which was 
not; and builds a model, by means of an algorithm, on that. Using this approach, the 
machine typically produces a model. This model can be used, not for training, but pre-
dicting a test input (an image in this project). This way, it is said they had been trained – 
learnt from experience. In this instance, the training is said to be supervised [11,5-11; 
12,10] – machine shown the right answer (precisely a model – not necessarily a certain 
answer) to solve problems like those it had seen during training. 
 
2.1.3 Unsupervised Learning 
In unsupervised learning, the computer has samples (or rightly a population) to work with 
but is not pretrained. This implies it has an algorithm that can at the instant infer what is 
appropriate, e.g. where should a node in a network be – k-nearest neighbour (k-NN) or 
k-Means algorithm is an example. Once done, a result is obtained, and no model is given 
or produced – pattern, clusters and correlation are the only reference here and no label 
to samples given. This implies the result is what is desired, and it cannot be used inferring 
where a new node should be if expansion is, for instance, desired. In such situations the 
algorithm will have to be run again on all the dataset including the already known or 
established nodes. This is a good approach in graphs and data centre design. In unsu-
pervised learning, at the start, the computer has no model on what the right answer could 
be from prior knowledge of similar dataset – no pretraining – to get the desired result, 
unlike in supervised learning where a pretrained model is used in getting the result. [11,5-
11; 12,10.] 
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2.1.4 Defining Deep Learning 
Deep learning is of the family of machine learning methods. It is centred on a set of 
algorithms that learn data representation by having high-level abstraction of data so pre-
sented using model architecture having multiple non-linear transformations. This is op-
posed to task specific algorithms. DeepLearning [43] argues that this moves Machine 
Learning closer to ones of its original goals – towards artificial intelligence (AI). [42 – 45.] 
 
2.2 Machine Learning & Deep Learning Breakthroughs 
Of the senses of perception, harnessing the novelty of human (or animal) vision and 
making machines able to mimic same for use in comparable accuracy to humans has 
eluded humanity for centuries. This was so because of a combined effect of the com-
plexities involved from the computation cost from both ends – time (required threads for 
computation) and memory —both acting as determinants or limiting factors. Before con-
tinuing, a programming application interface that is optimized and not native is discussed 
under CUDA in the next paragraph. 
 
CUDA. This is a programming platform that is often used in machine learning. It allows 
for parallel computing and provides a ready application programming interface (API) to 
the programmer. Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) combines various archi-
tectures, as DirectX3D for instance would typically be for Windows ® platform. CUDA 
can run on all machines – supposedly with Nvidia®. It gives software developers and 
software engineers an interface to use a CUDA ® enabled graphical processing unit 
(GPU) and have a rich access to the compute kernels with increased number of threads 
– smallest units of computer’s processing engine room. This removes the complexity 
associated with other platforms. [7.] This could be an invaluable and incredible tool in 
deep learning, from this project’s work and results. 
 
However, with the advent of GPU – supposedly an accidental computer evolutional 
breakthrough by result hungry, determined, and resolute computer science researchers, 
machines are ever becoming more capable; it is alluded they have a limit – Moore’s rule 
–but computing power has increased. Using CUDA [7; 14; 15] and its optimized game 
engine processors – graphical processor unit (GPU), it is possible to have an increasingly 
huge number of available threads – in the kernel, to process the intensively large amount 
of data. At the time of writing, CUDA is widely implemented or used in the implementation 
of NVIDIA® GeForce GPUs used in most game engines and known for its unified ability 
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to seamlessly compute huge amount of data with some of the best processing power in 
the range of 2.4 trillion executions per second; yes, may be expensive and do require a 
good processor alongside, such as an i5 or an i7 intel® Quadcore™ processor used in 
this project.  
 
Nevertheless, the ability of CUDA® to readily provide the kernel, as well as its ad-
vantages, to the programmer and expose its multi-threading capabilities does not nec-
essarily require GPU [15,4-6; 16,1-12], if the amount of processing required is minimal. 
A case for this would be if the image sizes are very small and the training or design set 
is relatively small; and another could be the training is done by an external server in 
which case it could be the Google Cloud Platform – precisely using the Google Vision 
API ® or any other cloud vision API provider.  
 
Briefly introducing images, they are matrices of width, length, depth and possibly chan-
nels (coloured images). This implies they are simply numbers in the range of 0-255 (28 
– a byte). Using this knowledge, image data can be processed using optimized algo-
rithms [17; 18; 19] which range from Support Vector Machines (SVM) possibly with 
Gaussian kernels though computationally expensive, Logistics Regression, Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA), Single Vector Decomposition (SVD), Convolutional Neural 
Network (CNN) – adding layers of unit neural networks on each other; multiple layer 
neural networks, and its progeny Region-based Convolution Neural Network (R-CNN). 
The latter does have an approached that is optimized in that vast amount of data con-
tained in the image is tripped to regions; possibly using a stride employing average or 
max pooling, having the most significant bits in the region. Thus, helping to check, effec-
tively, the amount or number of useful (desired) regions to process in training, validating, 
or testing the algorithm. [19 – 29;32 – 41.] 
 
2.3 Algorithms 
Algorithms are crucial part of computer science. They are at the heart of most machine 
learning problems and consequently, deep learning, and even unsupervised learning. 
Section 2.3.1 will expound on what an algorithm is. 
  
2.3.1 What Is an Algorithm? 
To reiterate, an algorithm, as stated in opening paragraph of this chapter, on page 4, 
states the rudimental steps to be followed; meticulously or otherwise, in solving computer 
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calculations, data processing and or automated reasoning tasks. For a software engi-
neer, it is the code path to be followed – including conditions, to achieve a desired result. 
This can span a simple greeting program to a graph that has all airports of the world and 
calculates the shortest weighted path between any two given airports – including stopo-
vers. 
In the following subsections, some algorithms will be briefly discussed that are central to 
machine learning and closely related to deep learning. This will be selective to suit those 
that tend to weigh in on artificial neural networks or object detection or recognition where 
the core of this project draws most of its strength.  
 
2.3.2 Artificial Neural Network – ANN 
This is the bedrock of deep learning. Briefly, Haykin [10,2] defines a neural network as 
an expansive parallel distributed processor comprising simple processing units, which 
has an innate propensity for storing experiential knowledge easily source when needed. 
In his model, he further argues that it is much like the brain in two respects. An artificial 
neural network is often called a neural network – NN, for brevity. [23,12-32; 29,2-3; 46,2-
3.]  
• The environment gives the network knowledge through the experience it re-
lates in a learning process. 
• Inter-neuron connection strengths, called synaptic weights accounts for the 
storage units for the acquired knowledge. 
An algorithm comes handy in machine learning and by necessary implication, deep 
learning. The process through which a neural network or any machine learning process 
acquires its experience is called, an algorithm. ANN is the foundation of neural networks 
and derivative algorithms such as CNN and R-CNN. 
 
2.3.3 Support Vector Machine - SVM 
SVM is a feedforward network. It is used in object recognition [37] – [42]. Its developer 
is Vapnik. [10,318.] It is essentially an implementation of the method of structural risk 
minimization. Its principle is on sum over the training error of the test data, as well as the 
Vapnik–Chervonenkis (VC) dimension. The training error is the observed difference in 
the Euclidean distances [47,8] of the actual data value and the observed or reported 
value from the algorithm. Simply put, the error is how far off from the actual data value 
the observed value is. Though not directly related to R-CNN or deep learning but it does 
aid in understanding the design and complexity of deep net architectures. 
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It chiefly employs the inner-product kernel between a supposed support vector (xi) and 
the vector (x) from the input space, in its construct.  Given the inner product kernel gen-
eration, a handful of algorithms could be obtained. Three of these include: 
• Polynomial learning machines 
• Radial-basis function networks 
• Perceptron with a single hidden layer (2-layer) 
Unlike a backpropagation algorithm – used in training a multilayer perceptron, this is 
used to train a simple layer perceptron. It also has a wider and more generic application 
in training a learning process. As explained previously, it is a feedforward algorithm. [46 
– 54.] 
 
To optimally design an SVM, one could imagine the construction of a decision boundary, 
often called decision surface, that in the input space is non-linear, though its image in 
the feature space is guaranteed to be linearly separable. This a critical area of interest 
in R-CNN, the foundation of object detection.  [10,332-335] It is based on two assump-
tions. However, we state the mathematical expression first.  
 
With a training sample {(xi,di)}Ni=1,  the Lagrange multipliers are sought that maximize the 
objective function given below – objective function: 
Q(α) = ∑αi – 0.5 ∑ ∑ αi αi didiK(xi,xj)     (1a) 
Given these two constraints: 
∑α d = 0 
0 <= αi <= C  
C is a user defined positive parameter. Now, we can quickly state the optimum solution 
for a weighted vector (W0): 
W0 = ∑ α dixi       (1b) 
Where Ns is the number of support vector units. [11,24-30.] 
As a quick overview, Table 1 below expounds on inner product of kernels. 
Table 1. Synopsis of Inner Product Kernels adapted from [10,333]. 
SVM Type Inner-Product Kernel 
K(x,xi), i = 1, 2, …, N  
Insights 
Radial-basis function 
network 
Exp( -(2δ2)-1||x - xi||2)  ||∆x||2 – Euclidean dis-
tance, width δ - specified 
as common to every kernel 
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Polynomial learning 
machine Table 1. (xTxi + 1)P 
The user specifies, a priori, 
power p 
Single hidden layer tanh(β0xTxii + β1)  Mercer’s theorem partly for 
β0 and β1   
Table 1 above depicts a balanced overview of the three Inner-Product Kernels described 
earlier. We can see the transpose of the training dataset (X) and an instance of the train-
ing set Xi as a matrix product in both polynomial learning curve and single hidden layer 
SVMs. The insight explains the difference or change in X as the Euclidean distance. This 
further explains how the Euclidean distance is computed – square of the ‘deviation’ – 
how far apart, from the test data instance. [10,332-334.]  
Figure 1 below further enunciates the single hidden layer as a characteristic SVM archi-
tecture. 
 
Figure 1. SVM Single Layer Architecture. Reprinted from [10,334]. 
 In the figure above, it is evident that each training instance is tested against the entire 
training set in the hidden layer K(X,Xi). The hidden layer accounts for the complexity 
here in neural networks. Also, in the input layer, the input vector is accessed from xmo 
through X1 in same order as the hidden layer kernels arrangement. [10; 34 – 37.] As may 
be suggestive, the multi-layer architecture uses another approach or algorithm [46; 49,3] 
called, backpropagation [47; 52; 53]. 
  
2.3.4 Principal Component Analysis 
This is a classical unsupervised learning algorithm. However, it is also used in object 
recognition or detection though not optimized for real-time applications. [32 – 36.] The 
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ingenuity of neural networks is in the ability of the network to get better at tasks (improve), 
with increases in learning or experience, much as training might be computationally ex-
pensive. Here, eigenvectors are extensively used. Just before that, quickly reviewing the 
intuition behind self-governing or organising could be helpful; this is an unsupervised 
learning – the machine has no labelled sample but gets better at the task afterwards – 
training or learning iteration.  In PCA, as well as other unsupervised learning algorithms, 
the approach is to identify significant features and or patterns in the input data. Can one 
ask how it then learns? Yes, it is a good question to ask. It does follow a given set of 
rules (algorithm) of a local nature (in situ) that mimics a mapping of input to output. Using 
this pattern, the synaptic weight of the neural net is continuously modified (improved on). 
[10,392; 30,5-6; 51,1-11; 53,17-20.]  
 
The key reason or rather answer to how self-governing algorithms work and a case study 
in point with PCA is highlighted in Turing’s 1952 article on Chemical basis of Morpho-
genesis. It states that, “Global order can arise from local interaction”. By this, it is explan-
atory that stripes, spots, and spiral natural patterns may arise naturally in a body if the 
body is in a uniform and or homogenous state. This is what the human intelligence; as 
exemplified by the brain, builds on not to mention the much talked about neural networks 
or artificial intelligence. [10; 12; 57.] The interactions can be further seen in two main 
levels of interaction at which network organisation is carried out. They include: 
Activity. Each activity in some patterns is produced as an accommodation mechanism 
incurred by a network’s input signals. 
Connectivity. Network synaptic weight are altered in consonance with neuron signals 
registering itself in the activity pattern. This can be accounted for in response to synaptic 
plasticity. [10.] 
 
Briefly, we look at some of the basic principles central to self-governance – unsupervised 
learning. The motivation here is that this unsupervised learning governing principle will, 
hopefully, not be mentioned hereafter.  
2.4  Unsupervised Learning Governing Principles – PCA Case Study 
1. Synaptic weight tends in the path of self-amplification when changes occur. 
2. Scarce resources propel competition among synapses; the fittest survives – 
synaptic plasticity at play. 
3. The changes in synapses’ weight lead to cooperation. 
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4. Structure and layering (order) observed in activation patterns amount to redun-
dant information incurred by the network in the form of knowledge. This is a pre-
requisite for a system to be able to self-govern or organise. [10; 15; 30.] 
In summary with PCA, kernel PCA is quickly summarised showing how to effectively 
approach it. 
• Given the training examples (x denoting the data vector) in {xi}i=1N, the N * N 
matrix can be computed using: 
o K = {K(xi,xj)}, with     (2) 
o K(xi,xj) = ϕT(xi,xj) ϕ(xj)    (3) 
• Using Kα = λα,     (4) 
▪ solve the eigenvector problem – K (kernel matrix), α (eigenvec-
tor), and α (eigenvalue) 
• Normalize computed eigenvector requiring,  
o αkT αk = (λk)-1 for k = 1, 2, …, p;   (5) 
 when arranged in descending order, p is the least non-zero eigenvector 
of matrix K. 
• Extracting principal component of test point x, the projections are thus com-
puted, 
o ak = (δqk )T ϕ(xj),    (6) 
ak = ∑i=1N αi,jK(xi,xj), for k = 1, 2, …, p with αi,j being the jth element of the 
eigenvector αk. [2.] 
A figure can be very graphical and better elucidate explanations. So, Figure 2 below but-
tresses these four key steps to computing PCA.  
 
Figure 2. Kernel PCA illustration: 2-dimensional input and feature space respectively. Re-
printed from [10,435]. 
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In Figure 2 above, to the left depicts the 2-dimensional input while on its right shows a 
feature space mapping in the PCA illustration given.  
2.5 Neural Networks via Feed-forward Networks  
Unlike some linear regression algorithms discussed earlier including SVMs and PCAs, 
which chiefly were linear combinations of models using fixed basis function for classifi-
cation and encompassing regression algorithms, feed-forward neural network, also 
known as multi-layer perceptron does not show the inherent limitations expressed or 
observed in SVMs or PCAs – dimensionality constraint [59,226; 60,15-17]. Feed-forward 
neural net is the most successful model that easily adapts on training or during same 
using a basis-function. The multi-layers do consist, essentially, of multiple layers of lo-
gistic regression models having continuous nonlinearities as opposed to multiple layers 
of perceptron. [59; 60; 61.] So, the name does not explicitly tell it all. 
  
Bishop [59] argues that the attempt to propose a mathematical identity for the represen-
tation of information processing in biological systems led to the coinage of the term, 
‘neural network’. He equally alludes to the fact that some may have no plausible biolog-
ical correlation whatsoever. He proposes that neural nets should be used as an effective 
model employed in statistical pattern recognition at the very level of data construction or 
extraction.  
In proffering a solution to a nonlinear optimisation problem, an evaluation of the likelihood 
function, its log, as expressed in the network parameters, can help unveil an appropriate 
analysis. In doing that, the technique of error backpropagation [59,226-228; 62,52-54] 
needs be introduced.  When extended error backprop can give room for evaluating other 
derivatives such as the Jacobian and Hessian matrices [59]. Mathematically, the regres-
sion and classification for linear models is of the general form stated below as explained 
in a preceding paragraph in this section (on page 12).  
y (x,w) = f (∑Mj=1 ⱷjØj(x))     (7) 
   the summation for which ‘f’ is a function is a nonlinear activation function [59,227] for 
classification, and an identity for regression. The basis function is defined thus, 
b = Øj(x)      (8) 
The aim here is to is to make the basis function depend on parameters that can be varied, 
alongside the constant {ⱷj} while training. This is one of several ways to achieve same 
result. Neural nets are structured to follow the algorithm presented in equation (7) above. 
This makes the linear combinations of inputs parameters for the non-linear function each 
unit of the basis function. [17; 18; 62,52.] 
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Now, a quick consideration of how a neural network model is constructed is presented. 
This involves transforming the model in various functional approaches. If we took the 
input variables as x1, x2, …, xD, the linear combination of the input parameters can be 
expressed as below: 
aj  = ∑Di=1  ⱷkj(1)xi + ⱷj0(1)     (9)    
The (1) describes the layer is the first layer and j ranges from 1 through M. [50.] In this 
case, wji and wj0 refer to the weight and bias parameter respectively. As explained for 
equation (7), the aj is the activation function. To further expound on Figure 1 given in page 
10 above, we quickly see how SVM relates to a neural network. Figure 3 below presents 
an explanation of equation (11) given after it. 
 
 
Figure 3. Network diagram for a two-layer neural net explaining equation 11. Reprinted 
from [59,228]. 
  
    
The nodes represent the input, hidden, and output layers while the edges denote the 
weight nodes, for instance, the weight between x(0) often one (1) bias unit, and hidden 
layer zm will be w(1) m0 as the edge (or link) between XD and ZM connotes. Back to equa-
tions 10 and 11, equation 10 is a standard regression problem where y(k) = ak. On the 
other hand, the prominent activation function in logistic regression, is used, for a multiple 
binary classification problem, which is expressed in equation (11) above. However, if a 
multiclass problem was presented, a softmax activation would be required, as stated 
below. 
(11) 
(10) 
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Incorporating the various stages above, the prevailing network functions given in equa-
tion 13 below is obtained.  
  
Expectantly, this is the last algorithm that will be discussed prior to getting into Region-
base Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN) [63; 64; 65]. However, quickly explaining 
this, the weight and bias of the various units have been grouped into a vector represented 
here by w. This controls the nonlinear function made of the sets of input and output 
variables, {xi} & {yi} respectively. 
 
A network diagram can be gotten from the preceding function as shown in Figure 3 above. 
Having to analyse the function above requires forward propagation of data into the net-
work. They do not represent probabilistic models as such, as the internal nodes are more 
representative of deterministic variables than stochastic ones – stochastic gradient de-
scent (SGD). However, probabilistic interpretation can be given to neural nets – in a 
different instance and algorithm.  
 
A property of feed-forward networks, worth considering, as it plays a role in Bayesian 
model comparison, is their weight-space symmetries [62,49]. Bishop [59] explains that 
this property ensures the weight vector (w), and its component units, all give rise to the 
same mapping function from input to output. Reviewing  Figure 3 above, if all signs were 
changed and with an initial ‘tanh’ activation function, the sign of the activation (a) function 
is now reversed, as it is an odd function. [59; 60.] To explain this further, let us quickly 
look at Figure 4 and  Figure 5 below. 
(12a) 
(13) 
(12b) 
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Figure 4. A Layered, Feed Forward Network. Reprinted from [60,47]. 
 
Figure 5. A solution to a two-class classification task having synthetic data using a neural 
network with two inputs.  Reprinted from [59,232].  
Figure 4 shows a layered feedforward network with three hidden layers in threshold logi-
cal units network (TLUs). It has 5 input units and same number of output units. Figure 5 
above presents a logistic sigmoid activation function. The dashed lines (blue) indicate a 
z value of 0.5 contours per hidden unit. Also, the decision surface is represented with y 
= 0.5 per hidden unit in the network. Besides, the green line is a benchmark for compar-
ing the optimal decision boundary obtained across the distributions employed in the data 
generation. [59 – 62.] 
 
Error Backpropagation 
To get a good grasp of backpropagation, a pictorial view of a multilayer perceptron might 
help ignite the curiosity. Figure 6 below depicts it diagrammatically.  
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Figure 6. Multilayer perceptron that unravels the XOR problem. Modified from [63]. 
In Figure 6 above, both hidden and input units have their threshold activation functions 
having threshold at 0.  
  
LISA [60] reiterates that backpropagation can be seen as a special case of a chain rule 
derivative. This can be viewed as taking a convenience path to reach a goal or a given 
destination. Considering Figure 4 on page 16, should an error arise there could be several 
ways of making a correction to any observed error in the pattern. A generalised approach 
could be to use the Widrow-Hoff method of gradient descent which is viable and gener-
alised. [60,52.]  
 
Shai et al. [61,269] maintains that backpropagation efficiently calculates the gradient. He 
stresses that obtaining the error inherent or observed in the neural net can be daunting, 
as it relates to the network’s parameters. The distinguishing feature in training a multi-
layer perceptron compared to training a perceptron is the nonlinearity of the output’s 
function compared to that of the input. Ethem [62,249] concurs with LISA [60,35] on the 
chain rule in their mathematical expression stating the algorithm used in computing the 
backpropagation. Taking the hidden units as inputs, the second layer is taken for per-
ceptron. Mathematically, using the chain rule, the gradient (δE) can be calculated thus: 
   
Zh is input, the first-layer weights whj, yi expected result on y. Using the chain rule stated 
above, using equation (14) above the error on the gradient can be calculated.  
 
(14) 
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2.6  Convolutional Neural Network 
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are neural networks that are layered or built on 
each other. That explains the term, ‘convolution’, in its name. They are widely used in 
object recognition and detection tasks. They have a handful of advantages that make 
them tick when compared to other techniques [20,1]. 
 
2.6.1 What Is a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)? 
To begin, let us consider the terms in isolation or uniquely. The first pick here could be, 
‘neural’. See Figure 7 & Figure 8 below. 
 
Figure 7. A neuron with axon and dendrites.  As depicted in Shai [61,2]. 
 
 
Figure 8. An artificial neuron with axon and dendrites.  Adapted from Shai [61,2]. 
Neural is the biological analogue of a neuron (not minding the adjectival and noun differ-
ences). A neuron, in its functionality, generates synaptic electric impulses for communi-
cations or propagating impulses (messages) from synapses to dendrites as Figure 7 
makes evident. Neurons help animals, humans included, in communication, or more pre-
cisely relating with their environment – vision, irritability, task or smell and their ilk. The 
ability to have or obtain that from the environment (perceive) and interpret same is called 
perception. In computer vision, that passes for perceptron; see  Figure 8 – a unit of inter-
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connected nodes (neurons) that help propagate an understood message. I would argue 
that this ability to so interpret the perceived information is what has eluded computer 
science in general prior to the discovery of the evolutionary breakthrough in computer 
science – the GPU. When considering ‘Convolution’, the brain serves as an example. 
With its sinuous fold that most likely house neurons and the clear visible ridges of the 
surface, the thought of neurons interaction or layers can be suggestive. [66.] 
 
Network on the other hand needs no introduction. We all know it is a collection of nodes 
that can at least interact. A case in point would be a DAG – a directed acyclic graph; the 
nodes point or move in one direction. An airport may not explain the DAGs, but it does 
present an analogy of a graph, as it were.  
  
With the key terminologies elucidated, Samer et al. [67,1-2] states that a neural network 
is a system of interconnected ‘artificial neurons’. As in a weighted graph, the connections 
(edges) have numeric weights. These are adjusted during training to ensure an appro-
priately trained network will respond correctly; in its major part – mostly likely pass; 
though not expected to be perfect, when presented with an image or object to recognise. 
The diagrams that readily depict this are Figure 1 & Figure 3 above; if we took the labelling 
such as inner kernel products of (in the case of Figure 1). However, Figure 9 below demon-
strates a generic artificial neural network architecture. 
 
Figure 9. An artificial neural net architecture. Courtesy Shai [61]. 
The last figure before now shows input, hidden, and output layers; and 3, 4, and 2 units 
in each respectively. Analysing this architecture, the layers are arranged following a pat-
tern where the first (hidden layer) enables it to detect a set of primitives in its previous 
layer (the layer that connects to it – input layer above). Same can be said for the second 
layer (output layer in this case). The network can in practice, be made up of multiple 
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layers (hidden layers), prior to having the output. With increases in the layer comes com-
plexity in terms of time and computation cost – memory as well as time complexity. On 
the average, one typically sees 5 to 25 layers (including input and output layers) in most 
CNN architecture with industrial applications. [61,1.] 
 
In computer vision or neural net computational models in general, a propagated signal, 
for instance, xo, in interacting with adjoining dendrites does so multiplicatively. That im-
plies it is a weighted interaction (woxo) of a synapse’s strength with its adjacent dendrite’s 
synaptic strength. If the threshold is ever reached, at whatever time that occurs, the neu-
ron fires a signal through its efferent neuron when it deduces the threshold has been 
reached on surpassed. Unlike in biological systems, the exact timing is not so much of 
interest nor critical in computational modelling – the frequency of firing should be strong 
enough to communicate any meaningful information.  This is essentially what an activa-
tion function f such as a sigmoid does. [61,2.] 
 
A CNN is a unique instance of an artificial neuron depicted above. As explained on page 
21, a CNN has one or more convolutional layers, with each usually – not necessarily, 
having a subsampling layer. These subsampling layers are either followed by another 
subsampling layer or a fully connected layer – always at the end of the network just prior 
to the network’s output layer. Explaining Figure 8 on page 20, we saw how a neural net-
work mimics the human brain and its functionality. That is a ready motivation for studying 
CNN. Figure 10 below presents a block diagram of a CNN. 
 
Figure 10.  An example CNN block diagram. Reprinted from [67,3]. 
 Figure 10 above helps explain the extractor feature of convolutional layers, though they 
are not manually designed. Convolutional layers usually have a field day at doing this – 
obtaining the local feature, by limiting the receptive fields of the hidden layers to be es-
sentially local. These are depicted in the block diagram in Figure 10 above. [66.] [67.] 
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However, there is much more to say on motivation. Of late, CNN finds application in 
image and pattern recognition, object detection, speech recognition and analysis, natural 
language processing, and video analysis amongst others. CNNs usually have their 
weights of the convolutional layers employed in feature extraction, as well as the fully 
connected (FC) layers determined along the course of training. Over the years, the struc-
ture and architecture of CNNs have improved tremendously and this accounts for huge 
savings on memory and time in reducing the cost of computation. This has greatly en-
hanced performance of applications requiring local correlation (an example would be a 
picture or sound input application). [10 – 12;14 – 28.] 
 
Furthermore, CNNs record some of the best results in terms of performance and accu-
racy of classification hovering over ninety-seven percent (97%) [61,3]. A common term 
for this is, ‘Correct detection rates’ – CDRs. Some of these data are found on MNIST 
database of handwritten digits, and NORB dataset of 3D objects with CDRs 99.77% and 
97.6% accuracy in classification respectively [17] – [21].  
  
2.6.2 Vision Algorithm Pipeline 
 
This is often used in object detection or more precisely object recognition [53;68]. An 
example pipeline algorithm is presented in Figure 11 below, which shows a vision algo-
rithm pipeline with 4 distinct stages. 
 
Figure 11. An image recognition vision algorithm pipeline. Reprinted from [67,4]. 
The first stage in Figure 11 is concerned with ‘cleaning’ the data – pre-processing, while 
the stage following handles down-sampling and presenting the regions of interest –  ROI. 
The actual modelling takes place in the third stage and the classification then follows in 
the closing stage of the pipeline.  
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Assembling multiple and varied layers in a CNN requires building architectures that are 
complex and able to handle complex problems. The most common layers are reflected 
in the Figure 10. They include: 
• convolutional layer; 
• pooling or subsampling layers; 
• non-linear layers; and 
• fully connected layers.  
 
Convolutional Layers 
This layer obtains various features of the input. Often, the first of this layer identifies and 
collates low-level features such as edges, lines, and corners. Likewise, higher level ab-
straction in this layer obtain from its precursor higher-level features or identifiers. Using 
Figure 12 below, we can quickly deliberate on the process of 3D convolution used in 
CNNs. [67.] 
 
Figure 12. A convolutional process in pictures. Reprinted from [67]. 
Explaining Figure 12 above, the input is of size N * N * D and convolved using H kernels, 
each having size k * k * D independently. Using H kernels, H features are produced – 
understandably so, as each kernel produces one feature. Commencing from the top-left 
corner, every kernel is shifted rightward from left. This is done element by element – 
sequentially. On getting to the top-right edge, the kernel is moved downwards ele-
mentwise. This is then followed by the rightward movement from left.  This is continued 
until the kernel gets to the bottom-right end (corner).  For a case where N = 32 and k = 
5, there would be 28 unique positions – horizontally or vertically. This defines the path of 
movement for the kernel as it moves from the top-left corner to the extreme bottom-right 
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corner. Sequel to these positions, each output’s feature would contain 28 x 28 elements. 
The 28 is obtained by (N – k +1). Using a sliding window, the resulting matrices – input 
elements k * k * D and kernel elements k * k * D, multiplied elementwise and stored. The 
accumulator – multiple is needed in creating an element of an output. [67,4-5.] 
 
Pooling Layers 
Often the information to process is inadvertently huge and some of it is not in any way 
useful or required. This layer looks at downsizing (pooling) the regions that portend most 
significant bits. There are two ways to do pooling [52] and a third, though different, could 
be added: 
• max pooling 
• average pooling 
• selective search [68] 
In the first 2 instances, the input is divided into regions of non-overlapping 2D spaces as 
Figure 12 below would suggest. 
 
Figure 13. Max pooling & average pooling representation. Excerpt from [58]. 
In the first two rows, using a stride of 2, it is evident the maximum value for the first 2 x 
2 grid is 21 and the second is 12. Same can be said for the last two rows 18 and 10. This 
is max pooling represented. On the other hand, using similar stride of two as depicted 
on figure 10, the average of the fist grid (integer) is 15 (60/4). Likewise, each of the other 
2 x 2 strides is calculated. That is average pooling. Selective search is not exactly a 
pooling algorithm but an algorithm that is in the class of ROI algorithm where the region 
with the most probability of containing the required data is returned after the search [68] 
– see Figure 14 for details. Hence, selective search (SS) it is an algorithm that is very 
useful in object detection or objectiveness of a region. 
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Figure 14. Object detected using selective search algorithm (SS). Image courtesy of [68]. 
Another approach to getting same image would be to use the sliding window [63] – a 
technique used in max pooling or average pooling. The sliding window is inundated with 
significant drawbacks. However, with Girshick’s work [58], though he did not propose a 
network of the regions in his work, this algorithm has been enhanced into the region 
proposal network (RPN) algorithm [64]. Figure 15 below expounds on this pictorially. 
 
Figure 15. Region proposal objectiveness suggestion. Image copied from [68]. 
 It is however improved on by the work of Shaoqing et al. [64] titled, ‘Faster R-CNN: 
Towards Real-time Object Detection with Region Proposal Networks. In Figure 12 the 
regions suggested or proposed can be clearly seen. There are many regions, including 
some, that do not wholly show or cover the entire object. Of these, the strongest in sug-
gestion reflecting their probability of objectiveness is presented as the object the algo-
rithm employing them is to process or identify.   
Non-linear Layers 
To trigger unique identification of likely features on each hidden layer, neural networks, 
including CNN, do rely on non-linear ‘trigger’ functions. Some of the function that may be 
used by CNN include: 
• rectified linear units ReLUs; 
• hyperbolic tangent; 
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• absolute of hyperbolic tangent; 
• sigmoid; and  
• continuous trigger (non-linear) function  
These can be used in the efficient implementation of the desired non-linearity. [67.] 
ReLUs 
 The function implemented by a ReLU is of the order y = max(x,0). So, both the input and 
output sizes of this layer are essentially the same. The decision function is increased by 
a ReLU. It does this without altering the receptive fields of the convolution layer.  With 
ReLU, the time required to train is shorter. So, we can say it is easy per time complexity 
to train. It is many times faster compared to most other functions. Figure 16 below enun-
ciates the functionality of ReLUs. [64–67.] 
 
Figure 16. Showing how a ReLU functions. Reprinted from [67,6]. 
The transfer function is plotted over the arrow as depicted in Figure 16. The maximum 
or higher of the values (x,0) is shown on the right to the arrow as indicated in Figure 16 
above. One more algorithm we will be considering is the last on the list. 
Continuous Trigger (Non-linear) Function 
This, in each of its features, operates elementwise. This sums up those above it on the 
list save the first as depicted on figures 17 – 20 below. The plots on figures 17 through 
20 are modified from Samer et al. [61, 6].  
 
Figure 17. Hyperbolic tangent function plot.  Figure 18. Absolute of hyperbolic function plot. 
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Figure 19. Sigmoid function plot. Figure 20. Tanh processing – pictorially. 
 
These are essentially optimization function often used in machine learning. Particularly 
useful in activation for most ML processes is the sigmoid function. 
Fully Connected Layer 
Usually, this is the final layer that is employed at the final stages of a CNN. This layer 
sums over the weights of the previous layers’ features and indicates the blend in deter-
mining the target in the output result [59,267-361; 65,2-9; 67,6-8]. Samer et al. [67,7] 
strongly holds that the weights of the previous layer’s elements are used in computing 
each output’s feature up to each layer in the fully connected layer. Citing their work and 
reprinting a figure, Figure 21 below, they demonstrate what a fully connected layer could 
look like. 
  
Figure 21. Plausible way of processing a fully connected layer in a CNN – copied from [67].   
Besides, all the reviewed similar work in this field, Figure 21 above significantly explains, 
pictorially, a fully connected layer well. 
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3 Architecture & Software Implementations 
This chapter presents details of the four (4) software developed during this projects in 
the sub-headings Project Implementation, Methodology in Model Training, , Mobile 
App (ODM) Design –  Android® Platform. It also explicitly details the algorithm of the 
model training software. For the obstacle (object) detection software, a deep learning 
algorithm, possibly Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks (R-CNNs) was used 
by the model provider Caffe® [6]. Besides, architecture of the trained model, and the 
methodology are explained. 
  
3.1 Object Recognition vs Object Detection 
Object recognition. This involves deciphering what instance of objects (classes or im-
ages) an object in a frame (photograph) belongs to, for instance, is it a car or a person? 
Here the answer, ‘A car’ or ‘A person’ suffices as an answer while outputting the confi-
dence with respect to pattern matching result of the input’s (image) data. [42; 45; 68.] 
Object detection. This involves determining what objects are where (location or coordi-
nates) in each frame – here the algorithm keeps track (in memory) of the locations and 
supplies the object recognition details alongside. So, object detection encompasses 
recognition and relates the coordinates or localization where an object was detected in 
the frame. [42; 58; 64; 68.] 
 
Region Proposal Network 
This is an R-CNN enhancing algorithm proposed by Ren et al. [65].  It uses Regions of 
Interest (RoI) in building a network which has, as against the entire image’s dataset, the 
regions that are most likely to be of interest in determining its shape, colour – basically 
properties. Non-maximum suppression (NMS) could be used to avoid failure to detect 
regions or minimize detection rate or accuracy.  
 
Faster R-CNN 
Briefly Faster R-CNN combines RPN and Fast R-CNN in modelling a faster network, and 
one that is capable of real-time solutions in object detection and recognition. Microsoft 
Research earlier developed fast R-CNN® and used RoI (regions of interest) but did not 
necessarily build a network on them.  It is a commonly used algorithm in object detection 
in real-time application, though hard to replicate or train. However, other models using 
similar approaches have equally comparable results and some can even be faster and 
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applicable in real-time calls like Caffe model – used in this project. Here spatial pyramid 
pooling (SPP) could be helpful. [50; 58]  
  
3.2 Project Implementation 
Convolutional neural network (CNN) – a default algorithm for object recognition, was 
used in training the five (5) models. Using the CIFAR-10 dataset repository with 60,000 
images of size 32*32. Fifty thousand (50,000) images were used for training and ten 
thousand (10,000) for validation (testing).  The learning parameters and the epoch size 
– the number of samples (sample size) of the input, in this case images– either training, 
cross validation or validation (testing), were critical to having significant accuracy per 
10,000 images tested and with confidence of each tested image. The library used was 
CNTK – this is the initial platform on which Faster R-CNN was first developed. This was 
a plausible reason for choosing it and it is well implemented in other languages such as 
BrainScript, C++ and C. Most libraries are usually confined to Python, nevertheless a 
fast and good programming language, and the performance of the library was satisfac-
tory, though none other library was tried as a comparison. Alternative libraries would 
have included Google® Tensorflow, Keras, or PyTorch [1– 6; 56; 58; 65.] 
 
The AVOD software used CV’s deep neural network (DNN) library [6]. Also, it used 
Caffe® model – probably used RPN and Faster R-CNN, or essentially R-CNN in its train-
ing, and Caffe® provided weights for detection. 
 
Briefly, we will, pictorially, have an overview of the training results. Prior to that, we look 
at the network architecture in details. Referring to Figure 11 (on page 21), there are four 
basic stages seen which include:  
• Pre-processing 
• Region of interest (RoI) selection 
• Precise processing of RoI  
• Decision making  
 
3.2.1 Confidence  
This is how well the features (or patterns) of a sample (input) image fits into a trained 
class’ features (or pattern) mapping. It usually is expressed in percentage (0-100%) or 
floating numbers between 0 and 1 inclusive. This is a key feature in the model testing 
software for instance the model uses this property to infer its approximation of the input 
features as belonging to the label’s class. 
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3.2.2 Accuracy 
This is the proportion of inputs with correct label classification when passed to the 
model’s network to classify. For instance, if given 1000 airplane images and it correctly 
classified 893, its accuracy will be 89.3% (893/1000). This is a critical decider in evaluating 
the training process during the evaluation of the trained model after training. 
 
3.2.3 Hardware 
The main hardware used was a GeForce GTX 1080 Ti. It was CUDA capable, with com-
pute capability of 6.1 having 11GB memory. The computer for the (DNN) compute inten-
sive software had 4 cores (quadcore) with 16GB RAM. 
 
3.3 Trained Model Generic Architecture 
Essentially, the trained models’ architecture involves the layering of the deep net phases 
of convolution-pooling.  Using Microsoft® Cognitive Toolkit (CNTK) library in python a 
CNN architecture was implemented. Referring to Figure 22 below (or see section 2.6), 
three hidden layers were used in the architecture having convolution and subsampling 
(pooling layer) – the more hidden (dense) layers the harder it is to train. After the third 
dense layer, the network is fully convolved. [1 – 5.]  
 
Figure 22. General architecture of a CNN as used in model training. Modified from [2]. 
In synopsis, the architecture has the Input (images) – Convolution – RELU – Sampling 
(Pooling) – Fully Connected layer (FC). This, unlike conventional neural nets scale well 
with even simple images with weight of 3072 (32x32x3) as used in this project’s model 
training – data sourced from CIFAR-10. [1; 2; 3; 19.] Using this architecture, the ConvNet 
transforms the original input (an image), layer by layer, into class scores in the FC. 
 
3.4 Methodology in Model Training 
In this project, depending on the model being trained, dropout, batch normalization and 
various enhancement were done to each layer in the network to optimize the model’s 
performance, after training, at predictions. CNTK library was used for all model trainings. 
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For ResNet (residual network) model training, convolution with batch normalization in-
trinsically modelled alongside, were used.  
During training, each model was run through the network, each training varying the num-
ber of epochs (the round of getting all training samples to go through the network). De-
pending on the convergence of the network or otherwise, the epochs were either in-
creased or reduced. The observations decided what was appropriate, and sometimes 
the learning rate had to be modified from the previous value to obtain a better result, 
much as there was always, as with all ML processes, a limit to how much modification 
could be made and the effect in each case – model overfitting or underfitting. 
 
Furthermore, the subsampling process mostly used max-pooling – explained in Pooling 
Layers on page 23, to obtain the regions that had the most significant pixel per filter.  
 
3.4.1 Convolution 
The convolution is where the network is broken into pixels (or bits) and each is subsam-
pled. It applies to all CNN model training irrespective of library used. It consists of the 
following: 
• Filter shape – the nature of the filter (sub-matrix) e.g. (3,3) to be used in 
the choosing kernel; 
• Number of filters – the units of such filters to be so used in the subnetwork; 
• Activation function – This is the function used in activating the network; 
ReLU or None in DL; 
• Initialization (init) – How the sub-network is to be initialised; this is often a 
random initialization in DL; 
• Padding – Are we adding padding or not; this is a Boolean parameter: True 
or False; 
• Stride – the matrix for iterating the kernel e.g. (1,1). 
Each of the architectures function has varying number of parameters which could be 
seen as variadic in implementation. Each neuron in this network is connected to every 
other neuron in the network – a deep net architecture. 
 
Non-linear layer or ReLUs in the network’s implementation is part of the convolution 
layer. Referring to ReLUs in chapter 2, it employs an activation function or basically re-
moves linearity from the image’s data and introduces non-linearity.  
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3.4.2 Sub-Sampling  
In this layer Max-pooling or average pooling (sometimes used only in the last network 
layer before FC) is used. It has parameters – filter shape, strides, and padding. Each 
parameter is as explained for convolution. 
 
3.4.3 Dropout and Batch Normalization 
These are performance optimization functions used between the convolution and sub-
sampling layers of the network. Dropout takes a probability of discard rate of pixels along 
the network. It does help solve problems that may arise from overfitting. It is a regulari-
zation technique as explained in chapter 2. It drops units both hidden and visible in the 
ConvNet. 
  
On the other hand, Batch normalization helps solve covariant-shift issues with deep 
learning. This occurs when the units used as predictors, also called the covariant, are 
altered between the training and production phases. Besides, it could arise when there 
is a dataset shift –when the joint distribution of the given input and their output data are 
altered – intentionally or otherwise. [1.]  
 
The inputs used in the model training were the dataset (images) from CIFAR-10 [1]. Each 
image is a Height * Width * Colour (channels) – 32x32x3 – image with weight of 3072. 
The number of filters were mostly 64, and the hidden layers varied from 3 to 5.  
CNTK library in Python was used in the training.  For inputs to the CONV/FC, these 
layers enhance the network by each performing a transformation from two (2) perspec-
tives – activation of input volume, as well as the parameters including the neuron’s biases 
and weights. 
 
3.5 Real-time Obstacle Detector (AVOD) Software Design 
This is the autonomous vehicle obstacle detector (AVOD) software. Using open CV deep 
learning library (DNN) [6] and Caffe® model and weight downloaded from Caffe webpage 
[4] [5], with Python as the technology, a real-time software was developed. The applica-
tion can, at its minimal, take input images and do a prediction on what they could be, per 
21 trained classes, and draw a bounding-box around each class of image it identifies in 
the given input. Performing in real-time, it takes a live-stream video frame and analyses 
the content (images) in each frame of the stream. It then infers what it is, with label and 
confidence, and displays same, in real-time, to the user and in its prototype, sends just 
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the label and confidence to the AV’s central intelligence as depicted in section  3.6 on 
architecture for inference or decision making. 
 
3.6 Remotely Controlled Autonomous Vehicle Architecture 
The architecture that supports the design and implementation is demonstrated in Figure 
23 below. With this architecture, using received labels and confidence the AV’s central 
intelligence system makes informed decisions per controls and safety. 
 
Figure 23. Autonomous Vehicle communication with neural network’s service in prototype. 
The architecture above has 2 sub-processes – DNN & Communication Service. The ar-
chitecture demonstrated in Figure 23 has the AVOD software prototype as a component 
of the DNN and holistically the architecture is a component of the AV’s intrinsic Intelli-
gence (IS). The AV’s IS continually queries the Communication Service in real-time with 
minimal or near-negligible latency. The DNN sub-process’ processed frames could then 
be restreamed to the remote driver, if needed. 
 
3.7 Mobile App (ODM) Design –  Android® Platform 
The mobile app mimics the AVOD cross-platform real-time software that was developed 
during this project. It is handy but with a smaller display for visualization. It was devel-
oped using Android Studio ® 3 with target APIs 23 & 26. It could capture a photo or read 
one from the user’s gallery or take live video stream and analyse its content. Subse-
quently, it displayed the analysed frame and drew bounding boxes around objects de-
tected, stating its prediction by a label and a confidence – expressed as a percentage.  
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4 Intrinsic Intelligence, Developed Software Use & Results 
In this chapter, we will look at the developed software, what the AV’s intrinsic intelligence 
means and its importance and how it utilises obstacle detection in its performance. Also, 
model training results, mobile and desktop software result from use are presented. Be-
sides, the progress during training of each of the five models and result after training is 
illustrated in this chapter. The model used for the mobile and desktop software was 
Caffe® [.  Furthermore, we literally see the software – all four (4) of them – used (with 
results in figures) and how well models trained in this project performed. 
 
4.1 Developed Software 
• Model Trainer – MT App 
• Trained Model Obstacle Recognizer – TMOR App 
• Autonomous Vehicle Obstacle Detector – AVOD App 
• Object Detector Mobile – ODM App 
Model Trainer App. This software was developed using CNTK library and enables the 
training of six (6) models – using the default library (basic), only sequential no batch 
normalization nor dropout (terse), dropout, batch normalized, ResNet and VGG models. 
This software enables altering training parameters and performance on the fly – at run 
time. 
Trained Model Obstacle Recognizer (TMOR) App. This was wholly developed during 
this project and used the CNTK library. With the trained model and this software, any 
image in the 10 classes highlighted in section 1.2 can be recognized by the TMOR App.  
Autonomous Vehicle Obstacle Detector (AVOD) App.  This had 2 detection applica-
tions for video file and real-time live video stream analysis. This was entirely developed 
in this project using OpenCV 3.4.0 DNN library and Caffe model [6]. Using this software 
prototype the test AV can be conscientious, environmentally aware and its safety en-
hanced. 
Object Detector Mobile (ODM) App.  This was an application used for analysing cap-
tured images (photos) or used for detection of object content of video frames per class-
scores (classes trained). This was not a real-time application in that it had considerably 
low frame processing rate. It was developed in this project. 
 
4.2 Remotely Controlled AV’s Intrinsic Intelligence  
The used AV was designed to be remotely driven in this project. However, while not 
reporting on other security issues that could arise with such approach of driving a vehicle, 
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the concern of having a driver deliberately mishandling the vehicle and putting the lives 
of its passengers and other road users at risk was considered. In such a scenario, the 
intrinsic intelligence included the vehicle understanding its environment, and if needed, 
take control from the remote driver and manage its own movement. This could be stop-
ping by itself, changing direction against the remote driver’s ill-fated intention, or any 
other decision determined by the engineers as appropriate. 
 
The above can be achieved by having the vehicle prioritize its awareness of its environ-
ment over the remote driver’s control commands. If the AVOD software significantly pre-
dicted, for instance, it was approaching a stationery object or one it is moving consider-
ably faster than, the vehicle intelligently decides not to carry out such commands from a 
remote driver, it ignored it and took corrective measure as explained above to avert any 
imminent danger. 
 
4.3 Models Trained in This Project 
Five models were trained during the project. When used, they could classify, or detect a 
class of an image it had been pretrained to detect it. For instance, the models trained 
could detect a horse’s photograph and classify same according. This implies the classi-
fication is now faster and no training in this instance is require prior to classification as it 
had already been done. Below are the models and their performance output in diagrams. 
The model had their training implementation different from those provided on CNTK train-
ing [2] as the provided sample had training and prediction accuracy hovering around 
20% at best. Worse yet, the desired epochs, more than the 5 or 10 provided made no 
difference and the training clearly and visually did not apply changes to the software, as 
maximum epoch was either 5 or 10 as used in the provided training application’s hard-
coded learning parameter. Predictions were far from desired. The workaround was 
sought – modified the software, significantly in its training application, developed a mod-
ule and added some routines for saving trained model as those were not present on 
CNTK [2]. 
 
As in all results to follow, the ‘Final Result’ (validation result over 10,000 images) shows 
the test result and the last epoch gives a hint on the training performance (metric – the 
lower the better), and loss. There was no cross validation but 10,0000 of the 60,000 
images were randomly selected for the test samples. The plot does show the training 
(Loss) and the Prediction Accuracy (‘Final Result’) and how well they compare. Also, the 
prediction, in a single instance using an image only, though not indicative of performance 
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benchmark, it can, to some extent, suggest how the training went since the single in-
stance used in top three prediction after each training as a mini-test was got from the 
training sample. 
 
4.3.1 Terse Model 
This is the default or minimalistic implementation of a CNN using the provided library. It 
has neither batch normalization, nor dropout. This has same implementation as the basic 
model save this used a more concise implementation called in ML sequential, and the 
basic model was trained over significantly larger epochs compared to the terse imple-
mentation. Terse, more precisely sequential implementation, encourages true parallel-
ism and the computation can be faster as demonstrated in Figure 24 below. 
 
Figure 24. A Terse implementation of basic model. 
The prediction does compare to the loss function; though it did not come to levels com-
parable to the basic model. However, it is understandable given the basic model was 
trained in 1000 epochs – that is a much work. In addition, it does compare well, with well 
over 83% accuracy in the ten thousand (10,000) images tested. 
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4.3.2 Batch Normalised Model 
This approach is an optimal approach to having a deep learning algorithm converge dur-
ing training in good time. It essentially helps models with saturating nonlinearities prob-
lem. [49,1-6.] Figure 25 below shows a model that is almost converging after 25 epochs, 
though the noise is yet pronounced as the loss function does try to somewhat fit (not 
necessarily overfit) the data. Figure 26 depicts a fully converged network with the loss 
almost steadying. The additional epochs, 20 more, in the 200 epochs do little to reduce 
the loss to values that produced a percent reduction in the test accuracy and bring it to 
83.6% prediction accuracy. 
 
Figure 25. Batch normalized model. 
Model in Figure 25 is almost converged after 25 epochs. However, the loss is still far from 
the desired results. Let us see the impact of further training in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26. Normalized model with more epochs. 
This model from the training represented in Figure 26 does significantly better than the 
model with 25 epochs. Also, the loss is significantly reduced, and the accuracy is further 
enhanced by just over 4 percent from the 25-epochs-trained-model before it. To see how 
epochs and training impact on test and accuracy, let us see the effect of further training 
on the normalized model in Figure 27.  
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Figure 27. Normalized model with 200 epochs. 
The model obtained after the training depicted in  Figure 27 showed significant conver-
gence. It is very much comparable to the 180 epochs model of Figure 26 though it mar-
ginally improves on the loss and struggled to improve the test result but with a tangible 
1 percent gain on prediction accuracy. 
 
4.3.3 Dropout Model 
This was another promising model and optimised the network by discard an input in layer 
using a probability function. In the training, the probability was varied using values 0.4; 
0.2; 0.25; and 0.3. The model depicted used 25 percentage (0.25) in its training. It had 
predictions comparable to its loss function’s output. Also, there is no overfitting – a good 
performance benchmark. Figure 28 shows a model trained with dropout optimization. 
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Figure 28. Dropout model. 
The model in Figure 28 above had a good ‘loss’ value, after training, as it was as high as 
2.1 for 50,000 images trained at training commencement. However, it did not appear to 
have steeply fallen and slight fluctuations showed in the output though a steep fall in 
error with minibatch numbers. Also, the individual (a single image inferred here) test cor-
rectly predicted Truck as Figure 28 does show. It did suggest more epochs was likely 
required. Figure 29 shows a model trained with dropout having more epochs than Figure 
28. 
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Figure 29. Dropout with more epochs. 
Model from training shown in Figure 29 almost halved the test error from the previous 50-
epochs-trained-model in Figure 28. Also, the convergence is more evident here. Besides, 
the loss and predictions are comparable in the figure above. Surprisingly, much as it did 
far better in the training error for 10000 images, the individual test with a truck’s image 
did not outperform or even equal with the 50-epoch’s model, as it lags by nearly 8 percent 
(8%). This is a case in point where an error could have occurred. Hence, true perfor-
mance or accuracy can be estimated with more test or test data passed through the 
model’s feedforward network. 
4.3.4 Residual Network (ResNet) Model 
This is a complex model and as explained in section 3.4.3, its implementation did include 
batch normalization. Having gone through 50 epochs as shown in Figure 30, it converged 
save the loss level was still considerably high per expectation of having loss less than 
0.45 – the standard set by this project – not a requirement. 
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Figure 30.ResNet model with 50 epochs. 
The error rate of model in figure above was above the benchmark, though it is converged. 
Let us see the effect, if any, of further epochs on the model trained in Figure 31. 
 
Figure 31. ResNet model. 
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After the training shown in Figure 31, the model diagrammatically did not appear to show 
much difference. The bulk test error still stayed above the metric, though it fell by 2.1 
percent (2.1%). Notwithstanding, the loss significantly reduced from 0.59 per 50,000 to 
0.44 per 50,000 – a noticeable improvement.  
 
4.3.5 VGG Model  
The VGG model was run in two epoch phases. First, the model had 20 epochs as shown 
in Figure 32 below. During this phase the loss was considerably high, with values well 
over 1.1 per 50,000 training images.  
 
 
Figure 32. VGG model. 
The model in the preceding figure did not perform optimally in predictions. Also, it was 
seen the predictions are not exactly coherent with the loss function and the convergence 
though imminent did not clearly indicate it had been reached. Again, the individual test, 
though not a benchmark as to a good performance when used in isolation, did not give 
an accuracy up to 99%. Having these observations, the model was further trained as 
Figure 33 below indicates. 
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Figure 33. Well trained VGG model. 
The model with 200 epochs shown in Figure 33 reached convergence. Its predictions 
notably mimicked the loss function and it reduced the previous error by sixty-three per-
cent (63%). 
 
4.4 TMOR App Using the VGG Model 
The VGG model trained was used by the TMOR App in recognizing some images down-
loaded from the web – see Appendices 1-4. results are depicted in Figure 34 below.  
 
Figure 34. Testing a model with a car image. 
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The reason for choosing VGG as a representative model here was not far fetch – was 
the best performing model during training and in validation (testing). Part of the image to 
the right was the first test image passed through the model’s network to classify. The 
value to be expected is the last displayed value in each test result and notably the FPS 
displayed. It did classify it with a triple nine (99.9% and above) accuracy. This result will 
be explained further in section 5.1 on Trained Models. The other part of Figure 34 shows 
only the computation results. 
 
The VGG model above did show impressive confidence with test samples from dataset 
it had not seen previously. Some are with confidence above 95%.  
 
4.5 Object Detector Mobile (ODM) App 
The android application developed could analyse an image and predict the content of a 
video (its frames) in real time. When given an image, the application runs it through its 
network – a pretrained network using OpenCV DNN Caffe network, and it predicts one 
of the pretrained classes – the application gives it a 21-class confines to choose from 
with a given threshold of acceptable confidence values. Some results depicted with 
screenshots are shown in Figure 35 and Figure 36 below (see Appendix 5). 
 
Figure 35. Android App object detection of a moving car. 
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Figure 36. Android app detecting vehicles at night with label and confidence. 
Like what is shown on Figure 35, the images (pictures) and video frames (still images in 
videos) were analysed in real-time, but considerably slow, and the results displayed on 
a mobile device as shown in Figure 36 showing detailed label and confidence. 
 
4.6 Autonomous Vehicle Object Detector (AVOD) App 
The AVOD application used real-time video stream frames. It takes a frame as shown in 
Figure 37 below, analyses it and gives detections and confidence of objects detected. 
 
Figure 37.Desktop app – object detection. 
 
The AVOD app on a laptop predicted person and chair as seen in Figure 37 above with 
confidence of 99.88% and 91.92% for person and chair respectively. That is an encour-
aging benchmark it may suggest. Notepad [69] was used in its development. 
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5 Discussion 
In this chapter the observations from results in using the software are discussed. First, 
the observation from the MT app and the trained model object recognizer TMOR are 
discussed in Trained Models. Subsequently, other software developed are reviewed 
under the headings: Object Detector Mobile (ODM) App Review, and  Autonomous 
Vehicle Obstacle Detector (AVOD) App Review. Appendices 1–6 have some addi-
tional details. 
 
5.1 Trained Models 
To discuss the model training phase Table 2 below depicts the training results. As ob-
served in chapter Intrinsic Intelligence, Developed Software, models could predict with 
commendable confidence object recognised from dataset no yet seen. 
Table 2. Implementation and epochs Impact on models training and prediction results. 
Model 
Epochs 
Run 
Pred. 
Accuracy (%) 
Pred. Error 
(%) 
Training 
Acc. (%) 
Tr. Error 
(%) 
VGG9 200 85,60 14,40 91,18 8,82 
ResNet 75 84,52 15,48 85,52 14,48 
Basic 1000 84,50 15,50 89,54 10,46 
Dropout 400 83,89 16,11 82,3 17,7 
Batch Normalized 200 83,60 16,40 87,34 12,66 
Batch Normalised  180 82,60 17,40 87,39 12,61 
Terse Basic 150 82,10 17,90 74,38 25,62 
ResNet 50 76,60 23,40 79,36 20,64 
Dropout 50 68,80 31,20 64,44 35,56 
 
Taking a closer look at the results from Table 2 above, it is indicative that model imple-
mentation does impact on training accuracy or prediction result. Besides, it also demon-
strates more training or epoch did help the convergence of the network and training of 
the models. However, training indefinitely or to large number of epochs may not neces-
sarily yield better results after a threshold is reached – a convergence point. This is fur-
ther buttressed, with results from Figure 26 & Figure 27, where the increase was barely 
marginal – 20 more epochs yielded 1% performance (accuracy) increase. 
 
Overall, the models trained having shown their individual performance and accuracy lev-
els, the average prediction success rate, as shown in the next figure – Figure 38, stood 
at 84% accuracy per 10,000 images analysed (Appendices 2 & 3 highlight this). 
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Figure 38. Models' average performance per 10,000 images tested. 
On average prediction accuracy, Figure 38 shows how the models concertedly compare. 
A pie chart of success rate with accurate and inaccurate predictions. This implies the 
models, on the average predicted 84 of 100 predictions correctly, and incorrectly pre-
dicted 16 of 100 predictions. However, the manner or probability is not inferred – it could 
go on, in a 500 test images, with all 500 predictions and get them all right.  
 
Figure 39, below further shows individual training, epochs and test results of the models 
trained. 
 
Figure 39. Effect of more epochs on performance with different models. 
Model VGG had the best training accuracy and prediction which was closely followed 
and understandably so, by basic – for its epochs (1000). Terse Basic model was low with 
its training accuracy, though did better at predictions – summarised in Figure 39 above. 
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5.2 Object Detector Mobile (ODM) App Review 
The mobile app (Appendix 5) did, for the video streams, prioritize fps for large confidence 
to give the user a real-time experience. This was a self-imposed requirement as the app 
on a mobile platform was increasingly stretched and the fps dropped further, giving the 
low processing power of a mobile device. To compensate for this, the app had to com-
promise on confidence, reduce the weight on the network and achieved fps of over 4 – 
6.36fps. This also came at a further cost – the labels and confidence were so frequent – 
requiring the user to focus to see the labels as the screens are small. On images, it got 
the analyses in the images and displayed them as seen on Figure 35. It also could analyse 
capture photos and analyse photos from an android device’s photo gallery. 
 
5.3 Autonomous Vehicle Obstacle Detector (AVOD) App Review 
This is a main real-time software, together with the TMOR app. This app could detect 
and categorize objects in real-time. However, the frames per second (fps) was initially 
low – 1.87fps. The engineering around this – assigning a dedicated thread to handle the 
frame processing improved it to 4.68 fps from 1.87fps. Further improvement using multi-
threading (12 worker threads for network and a thread for screen) had proved not signif-
icantly helpful – produced 12.87fps and not fluid – until how the write-to-queue, using 
locks, functions was critically observed and understood. With this understanding, and 
further modification in the software’s applications’ program structure, the software could 
process all frames – 100.00% of frames it got from the camera stream which is per man-
ufacturer specification 30fps – 29.88fps (see Appendix 6). The application’s frame pro-
cessing rate using a Logitech® c525 webcam to whole number was 30fps–the camera’s 
maximum frame rate. [1–8; 54.] This is good and as stated in the conclusion this software 
can handle 4K video streams at 60fps. Also, with modified video or reprogrammed video 
with framerate up to 200fps, this application can process frames at over 97.5% – time 
between frames will be so small to impact somewhat, of the video’s framerate though it 
may require slightly increasing the number of worker threads when framerate go beyond 
100fps (see Appendix 6 for further display). 
 
5.4 Autonomous Machine Ethics 
Autonomously controlled machines including robots and vehicles may present some eth-
ical questions as alluded to by Mark [70], Bryson [71], Gunkel [72,125] and Moor [73]. 
These questions do arise sequel to our placing autonomous machines among humans 
in our social space, reiterates Sandry [74]. Whether machine ethics apply or not depends 
on from what perspective one looks at it. M. Anderson & S. Anderson [75] argue that the 
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existence of a set of principles defined for a machine and the machine’s ability to follow 
same should be the overriding goal of machine ethics. Whether these rules or instruc-
tions are defined (explicitly programmed), or the machine given room to make informed 
calculations from which to draw inference, yet, mishaps do happen, even so with non-
humans – machines. 
 
Ethical challenges emanating from autonomous machines including robots and vehicles 
centre chiefly on morals, even as Sandler [76,267-393] further buttresses. He adds that 
this could span from usage in warfare to government surveillance. However, who defines 
the morals or sets of principles and for who? Also, who defines ethics, looking at it from 
Moor’s [73] perspective, who sees it as an emotional expression and argues that ma-
chines cannot have emotion, though Sandry [74] challenges that claim?  Bryson [71] 
reiterates morality is hinged on freedom, without it there will be no action, which is the 
product of freedom.  This new field of research as suggested by M. Anderson & S. An-
derson [77] should essentially be geared towards making machines more ethically re-
sponsible towards those who will use it directly or indirectly and for whosoever it will 
encounter accidentally or otherwise. While calling for more responsibility, care and being 
meticulous, I strongly hold machine ethics should not be so overwhelming sway that it 
douses our willingness and ability to explore new frontiers or prevents advancing our 
course of discovery in every area of human endeavour, more so hampering our giving 
an autonomous machine a space in our sphere. 
 
5.5 Call for Further Research 
 
During this project, a tangible lesson learnt was not to be too concerned about making 
mistakes when you are learning or experimenting, and when mistakes occur find out why 
they did and attempt proffering a solution. Also, some task can be very demanding to the 
point of almost giving up. Only determination and self-motivation will keep one devoted 
to a task in reaching set goals. All of these have been demonstrated in this project. It is 
no gainsaying this project was challenging, complex and resource consuming, much as 
it met desired goals even surpassing some. However, further research in machine learn-
ing, and particularly deep learning application for those who are strongly self-motivated, 
challenge-seeking and of an innovative mindset is sought and encouraged. 
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6 Conclusion 
This project was carried out to infer prediction accuracy and framerate from a self-trained 
deep learning image recognition model, and object detection usefulness in remotely con-
trollable self-driving cars using a library. The AVOD software, was used to analyse 
frames from a vehicle attachable webcam. The VGG model could classify the images 
with prediction accuracy up to 85.6% per 10,000 images tested. VGG model, using 
TMOR, had confidence levels up to 100.0% when tested with images. However, the 
AVOD and ODM software’s model’s (Caffe model) prediction accuracy could not be in-
ferred given the model was not trained during this project, though its confidence, not 
prediction accuracy, was often more than 90% with near images.  
Three of the software developed were used in object detection (ODM), live video stream 
obstacle detection (AVOD), and obstacle recognition (TMOR). The fourth software de-
veloped (MT) was used in training models including VGG model which using TMOR 
could recognize objects in its trained classes in real-time expending nearly 6milliseconds 
on each frame and recognised far higher than 100 frames per second (100fps) – suffi-
cient for a 4K video (60fps) camera. The project had targeted increasing AVOD’s fps 
from 12.87fps to 23.88fps – high definition (HD) movies’ fps. It did surpass that – pro-
cessing at 100.0% of camera’s framerate (30fps) [8] using 12 worker threads, a 13th 
thread for display and the main thread. 
 
Notwithstanding, the models did give wrong predictions infrequently in the AVOD, ODM, 
and TMOR software. A notable observation was that, a trained model (VGG), and signif-
icantly Caffe model, when given an image not parallel to the camera, considerably tilted 
at an angle, say greater than 12°, though not measured, gave awkward classification 
sometimes with surprisingly high confidence. The MT’s & TMOR’s accuracy benchmark 
was set at 90% – prediction and training with 10,000 and 50,000 images respectively, 
but best model lagged by 4.4% (Figure 39)  at predictions though in training recorded 
91.2%. 
The project was intellectually demanding, needing research, determination, commitment, 
and high computation power of a GPU. More research by students in DL object recogni-
tion, detection and model training is encouraged, and the scholar should not underplay 
the importance of a CUDA capable GPU. Projects as these can pose a challenge to get 
started – devotion and resolve will help actualise it. Having a supervisor or instructor who 
has worked on DL will be invaluable though not a requirement. 
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*software – application environment for any of code writing, testing, or running applica-
tions developed during this project in the desktop or virtual environment. 
 
+hardware – device optimized for running deep learning applications that increases per-
formance up to 60 times what is obtainable on a conventional CPU. And the device is 
relatively cheap compared to average cost of a CUDA™ GPU. This hardware is opti-
mized for running the AVOD or TMOR software with real-time capability.  
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Appendix 2. Model Trainer (MT) Detailed Training Printouts 
 
Image 1. Basic model showing convergence with steeply falling loss. 
 
Image 2. VGG model lost nearly 65% of its metric after 30 epochs.
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Appendix 3. TMOR App Analysing Web Images 
 
Image 3. TMOR using trained VGG model with FPS capability of 170 framerate (170fps). 
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Appendix 4. A Component Application of TMOR App 
def evaluate_model(pred_op, image_path): 
    label_lookup = ["airplane", "automobile", "bird", "cat", "deer", 
"dog", "frog", "horse", "ship", "truck"] 
    st_time = time.clock() 
    bgr_image = np.asarray(Image.open(image_path), dtype=np.float32) - 
127.5 
    bgr_image = bgr_image[..., [2, 1, 0]] 
    pic = np.ascontiguousarray(np.rollaxis(bgr_image, 2)) 
     
    result = np.squeeze(pred_op.eval({pred_op.arguments[0]:[pic]})) 
     
    name ="" 
    names = 
['Automobile','Airplane','Dog','Horse','Car','Ship','Truck','Bird'] 
    test_name = '_PDHCSTB' 
    name = names[test_name.find(image_path[0])] 
    # Return top 3 results: 
    top_count = 3 
    result_indices = (-np.array(result)).argsort()[:top_count] 
    end_time = time.clock() 
    print("Top 3 predictions:") 
    vowels ='oiuea' 
    for i in range(top_count): 
        label = label_lookup[result_indices[i]] 
        conf = result[result_indices[i]] * 100 
        article = 'an' 
        if vowels.find(label_lookup[result_indices[i]][:1]) == -1: 
            article ='a' 
        if  result[result_indices[i]] * 100 >= 99.0: 
            print("\tConfident {:s} {:8s}, confidence: 
{:.2f}%".format(article,label, conf)) 
        elif result[result_indices[i]] * 100 > 88.0: 
            print("\tMost likely {:s} {:7s}, confidence: 
{:.2f}%".format(article,label, conf)) 
        else: 
            print("\tLabel: {:14s}, confidence: {:.2f}%".format(label, 
conf)) 
             
    print('Compute time was {:.10f}, and image was 
{:s}'.format(end_time-st_time,name)) 
    return (end_time-st_time) 
 
Listing 1. An image evaluation function in any of 10 trained classes. 
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import numpy as np 
import os, sys 
from cntk.ops.functions import load_model 
from PIL import Image  
import scipy.misc 
import cv2 
import time 
 
from IPython.display import Image as display  
from resizeimage import resizeimage 
 
Listing 2. Required libraries to run Listings 3 and 4 . 
 
##Now load one of the trained models, her we use VGG, hopefully in 
same directory 
z = load_model('pred_vgg9.dnn') 
#display any image if you like in next line 
display("Car.png", width=50, height=50,embed=True) 
 
Listing 3. Displaying a sample image. 
 
#we assume all images listed here are in same directory as the code 
sample and of size 32 x 32 (w x h) 
eval_model(z,'_Car_small.jpg') 
eval_ model (z,'P_sm.png') 
eval_ model (z,'P_2.png') 
eval_ model (z,'T_1_s.jpg') 
eval_ model (z,'H_1_s.jpg') 
eval_ model (z,'D_3_Boy_s.png') 
eval_ model (z,'D_d_small.jpg') 
Listing 4. Evaluating a model with images. 
 
 
 
files = 
['_Car_small.jpg','P_sm.png','P_2.png','T_1_s.jpg','H_1_s.jpg','D_3_Bo
y_s.png'] 
 
def test_many(model, files): 
        ti = 0.0 
        for i in range(len(files)): 
            ti+=evaluate_model(model,files[i]) 
        print('FPS:{ :.4f}, {} can be processed per 
second.'.format((len(files)/ti),int(len(files)/ti))) 
         
z = load_model('pred_vgg9.dnn') 
         
test_many(z,files) 
# FPS:137.58552212270638, 137 frames can be processed per second. 
Listing 5. Testing frames to get FPS. 
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Appendix 5. Detailed Screenshots of ODM Android® App 
 
Image 4. ODM (mobile) app recognized and detected a moving car. 
 
Image 5. ODM app recognizing and detecting persons in an indoor environment. 
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Image 6. ODM app detected a pedestrian on a sidewalk with buses. 
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Image 7. Mobile app (ODM) detected parked bicycles at night with commendable confi-
dence. 
 
Image 8. The police officers are handsome with the ODM app. 
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Image 9. The ODM app identified people in an indoor crowded area. 
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Appendix 6. Some Other Screenshots of AVOD App 
 
Image 10. AVOD App in real-time demo processing at camera’s framerate (30fps). 
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Image 11. AVOD App identifying moving cars. 
 
Image 12. AVOD app's FPS output with image capture. 
